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TAG HEUER CARRERA



A NEW TIMELESS CLASSIC

For the 60th anniversary of its eternally modern TAG Heuer 

Carrera timepiece, TAG Heuer introduces two exceptional 

new models inspired by the collector favorite “glassbox” 

design. For six decades, the Swiss watchmaker’s timeless 

model has defined performance watch design, racing 

spirit, and the culture of success.



Super-LumiNova®

Rhodium-plated facetted hour and minute hands with 

green Super-LumiNova® for optimum readability.

BRACELET

The watch comes on a blue calfskin leather strap.


MOVEMENT

Named TH20-00 and visible through the watch’s 

sapphire crystal case back, the next-generation 

movement now features an oscillating weight offering 

bidirectional winding. In daily use, it delivers faster and 

more reliable winding, ensuring the watch is running 

closer to its maximum 80-hour power reserve and 

improving precision for more of the time it is in use.

DIAL

In the same way, the flange and indexes have been 

curved, too, further contributing to the watch’s seamless 

aesthetic, coherence, and legibility. In keeping with 

Jack’s original purpose for the watch, this development 

is more than aesthetic – it also means the tachymeter 

can be read from a wider range of angles.




CASE

The case is topped with a sapphire crystal shaped liked 

the domed hesalite crystals found on Heuer Carrera 

models from the 1970s, only now, the crystal has been 

redeveloped so that the curve flows seamlessly over the 

tachymeter scale that runs around the dial edge and 

into the case.

KEY FEATURES



REFERENCE

CBS2212.FC6535

KEY FEATURES

MOVEMENT


Calibre TH20-00 Automatic


FUNCTIONS


Hours, minutes, seconds, date, 

chronograph

CASE


Polished steel case


Domed sapphire crystal with double 

anti-reflective treatment


Steel screw-down sapphire case back

DIAL


Blue circular brushed dial 


Blue flange with 60 second / minute 

scale and tachymeter scale

SIZE


39 mm

WATER RESISTANCE


100 m

BRACELET


Blue calfskin strap 


Polished steel folding clasp 

with double safety push 

buttons





Super-LumiNova®

Rhodium-plated facetted hour and minute hands with 

green Super-LumiNova® for optimum readability.

BRACELET

The watch comes on a black perforated calfskin leather 

strap.


MOVEMENT

Named TH20-00 and visible through the watch’s 

sapphire crystal case back, the next-generation 

movement now features an oscillating weight offering 

bidirectional winding. In daily use, it delivers faster and 

more reliable winding, ensuring the watch is running 

closer to its maximum 80-hour power reserve and 

improving precision for more of the time it is in use.

DIAL

The reverse panda model is a greatest hits compilation 

of some of the most coveted Heuer Carreras of the 

1960s, such as the reference 3147 Dato 12, the first Heuer 

Carrera with chronograph and calendar functions, and 

the reference 2447 NS, perhaps the rarest Heuer Carrera 

of them all, with an extremely limited production run of 

just a few years. 



CASE

The case is topped with a sapphire crystal shaped liked 

the domed hesalite crystals found on Heuer Carrera 

models from the 1970s, only now, the crystal has been 

redeveloped so that the curve flows seamlessly over the 

tachymeter scale that runs around the dial edge and 

into the case.

KEY FEATURES



REFERENCE

CBS2210.FC6534

KEY FEATURES

MOVEMENT


Calibre TH20-00 Automatic


FUNCTIONS


Hours, minutes, seconds, date, 

chronograph

CASE


Polished steel case


Domed sapphire crystal with double 

anti-reflective treatment


Steel screw-down sapphire case back

DIAL


Black circular brushed dial 


Black flange with 60-second/minute 

scale and tachymeter scale

SIZE


39 mm

WATER RESISTANCE


100 m

BRACELET


Perforated black calfskin strap 

Polished steel folding clasp 

with double safety push 

buttons





tagheuer.com

https://www.tagheuer.com/

